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Agreement, it must be officially sanctioned by the "Head"
of the Roman Catholic Church in England, namely. Car-
dinal Vaughan. Accordingly, when at last the Agreement
was signed, it was of a thoroughly responsible nature; and
thenceforth neither litigation nor serious misunderstanding
has arisen to mar the cordial, co-operative arrangements
which exist between Dr. Barnardo's Homes and the Roman
Catholic Church.
The provisions of the Agreement were such as Barnardo
had offered from the first. They were thoroughly reciprocal.
The usual Catholic demand that every child of a "mixed
marriage" be handed over to the Catholic fold, went by the
board: only the legal status was admitted. Consequently,
Barnardo agreed to pass over to Catholic Homes the chil-
dren of Roman Catholic fathers, or, if illegitimate, of Roman
Catholic mothers, while Roman Catholic Homes, in the case
of Protestants, guaranteed reciprocal action. But, in either
case, if no steps were taken to receive a child within a fort-
night of notification, no later claim could be made.
Years of litigation, therefore, ended in conciliation. But
was Barnardo right in permitting himself to be drawn into
the Courts? Many warm friends, at the time, answered,
"No! Better give up every child for whom a demand is
made than be dragged into litigation 1" The perspective of
distance, however, shows that he was more than justified
in his course. Creative imagination made him see plainly
that if he surrendered before the challenge of litigation, he
was but prolonging the existence of an unjust Law; while
faith in the righteousness of his Cause made him fearless
of personal attack in pursuit of reform. The result, therefore,
was, that out of the travail of this litigation was born legis-
lation which made the legal position of his own, and many
other, children secure. Nor was that litigation paid for from
moneys sent to The Homes: every penny was raised by
a circle of friends.
In spite, too, of all the misrepresentation of Barnardo's

